
 
 
Ladies Section Selection Policy 
 
When selecting squads, coaches will consider the following as criteria to reach their decisions: - 
 

- Playing ability 
- Current form 
- Fitness & Athleticism 
- Attendance at training 
- Availability for matches 
- Development Potential  

- Fit to team* 
 
*Fit to team covers aspects such as balance of playing positions, experience, objectives of teams for season 
etc.   It is more relevant for the teams that are closer in standard. 
 
Coaches are prepared to discuss any concerns regarding selection on an individual basis and encourage all 
players to do so.  All selection issues should go to coaches as the first point of contact on issues. 
 
With any disputes that may arise the selection committee, comprised of the Club Captain, Coaches, Squad 
Managers and Colts liaison officer will discuss and review.  
 

Pools System – Ladies Section  
 
The guiding principles for ladies’ section selection are: 

1) All members give their availability for the club, not for a particular team 
2) Availability is expected for a rolling 3 months. 
3) Availability must be confirmed by 6pm on Saturday of the previous week.  

a. Should a player’s availability change after this time they must contact the squad manager 
directly and notify them of the changes.  

4) The club will endeavor to get as many members games as possible each weekend, subject to point 
3. 

5) For players who have limited availability, squad managers will proactively work to get games for the 
players if the timing does not work out for their game.  However, this is not guaranteed.  

6) Players are expected to be flexible as to where they play based on the rules above, the league 
rules, registration constraints and section availability. 

 
Each month the ladies’ coaches and committee agree which players will be in each of the squads.   This 
means that:  

1) The player will usually play with that squad for the month 
2) The captain is responsible to make sure that all players within their squad sign up to the club 

through the website and pay subscriptions. 
3) The captain of the squad ensures that the player submits accurate availability on the club website. 
4) Starting from the top of the club, the coach assesses their squad availability for the week and may 

request players from another team, if needed.  
5) The coach of the other team discusses players based on the selection policy guidelines, the 

sections objectives and agrees to release players, if needed. 
6) The squad manager communicates to the players within their squads about which team they are 

selected for on Saturday.  
7) New players into the section are represented on the selection committee by the Club Captain or 

Squad manager and, if under 18 years of age, the Colts Liaison Officer. 
8) The club captain’s decision is final.  
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